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Lawrence was born in New Jersey, but grew up in Harlem after his family relocated 
there during the depression, he started receiving art training in 1930 when he began attending 
an after school program before moving on to the Harlem Art Workshop. Lawrence studied 
under Charles Alston and Augusta Savage, he was also in contact with Langston Hughes, Alain 
Locke, Romare Bearden, and Robert Blackburn who all influenced his work along with the 
energy and culture of Harlem. In 1936, while Lawrence was still in school, was when he 
received studio space with painter Charles Alston in the 306 studio that was known as a hub for 
artists to gather together. Although Lawrence was to young to experience the Great Migration 
of African Americans, he was told stories by his parents and grandparents that greatly informed 
and inspired him to explore this in his works.  

Lawrence became one of the most influential painters from the twentieth century by 
painting epic narratives that boldly portrayed African American history and experiences. His 
works simplified the subject matter to abstract forms while showing social and philosophical 
themes. Social realism and cubism are a couple of Lawrence’s styles that frequent his pieces, 
especially early on in the 1930s when they were popular throughout the art world. Lawrence 
frequently worked with a series, that often had themes of anti-slavery, determination, free will, 
and the black experience. While he was well known for his narratives, like the narrative on the 
lives of abolitionists, and his Migration series, in the 1940s he began to focus more on stand-
alone paintings depicting everyday life. These works showing everyday workers who deal with 
labor and construction show themes of hope, growth, progress, and improvement of life by 
depicting the workers who are creating for the community. Along with the listed themes, his 
stand-alone work also has religious undertones, represented by the shapes and placement of 
construction beams forming the shape of a cross.  

Lawrence’s Migration series was shown in New York’s Downtown Gallery in 1941, when 
he was twenty-four, making him the first African American artist to be represented by a major 
commercial gallery. In 1974 the Whitney in New York City did a retrospective on his work that 
toured nationally, and later in 1983, Lawrence was elected to the American Academy of Arts 
and Letters. Along with his widely known accomplishments, Lawrence taught art for over thirty 
years, all the while continuing to create new works of his own.  

Some of Lawrence’s most famous works come from the Migration series, for example, 
the piece titled During World War I there was a great migration north by southern African 
Americans (1). This depicted large groups of indistinguishable African Americans crowding 
through three entrances labeled Chicago, New York, and St. Louis. He uses general shapes and 
only a few colors to blend the individuals together to shift it from being about one person to a 
large number of people. A stand-alone piece that is well known is The Builders (2), depicting a 
group of men constructing a new building. Here he again uses general shapes and features as 
well as a simplified color palette.  
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